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Summary of Mayor Peyton’s Quarterly meeting with CPAC Chairs 


June 14, 2005 – Mayor’s Conference Room 


 
Attending: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Pete Jackson 
Roslyn Mixon-Phillips 
Lorrie DeFrank 
 
CPAC Officers: 
Urban Core: Vice Chair Bishop Eugene Johnson  
Greater Arlington/Beaches: Chair Marcella Lowe 
Southeast: Chair Charles McBurney  
Southwest: Chair Lee Martin  
Northwest: None 
North: Chair Richard Berry 
 
The mayor briefed the chairs on the status of the city’s FY 2005-2006 budget preparation, 
courthouse, main library and Better Jacksonville Plan finances. 
 
Chairs raised the following issues: 
 
Urban Core: 
Bishop Johnson presented the mayor with a copy of “Hogan's Creek Park Restoration -- A 
Citizen Vision Statement.” It states, in part, that “the Urban Core CPAC hopes this resurrected 
park can be completed in phases over a 2- to 10-year period with a mixture of public and private 
funding … We want to see this park become a source of pride and a resource that offers beauty, 
quiet and recreation for not only the citizens of the Urban Coe, but for our entire city.” 
The mayor said that is one of his top priorities, along with McCoy’s Creek. He cautioned that 
they are heavily contaminated and said that the Corps of Engineers’ funding for the work got 
cut. The mayor suggested that someone from his staff attend a CPAC meeting to share with 
members why this is a challenge. 
ACTION: Neighborhood Services to follow up with Mayor’s Office. (Doris, the mayor 
mentioned Brad Thoburn. Please call him and see if he will attend a CPAC meeting, or send a 
representative.) 
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Bishop Johnson said residents are concerned about lead and ash at Emmett Reed Park. 
The mayor conceded that’s a big problem and said that a remedy is being sought, but it’s in 
litigation, which needs to be settled before the city can take action. The timelines depends on 
the settlement. The mayor said lawyers are working on it full time, and that it’s a complicated 
situation. 
 
Greater Arlington/Beaches: 
Marcella Lowe again asked when the conference room of the University Park Branch Library 
would be finished and opened.  
Roslyn Phillips said funding was being identified and that the Neighborhoods Department would 
follow up.  
Action: See above. (James, follow up with Marcy Cook at Public Works.) 
 


Marcella asked when infrastructure work on Lone Star Road would be completed. (It has taken 
two years to redo a 1.8-mile stretch of road that serves 1,600 homes, three schools and numerous 
churches and businesses.) 


The mayor suggested that the CPAC ask Alan Mosley, director of Public Works, to make a 
presentation at a meeting. 


Marcella said transportation will be the entire focus of the CPAC’s August meeting. 
Representatives from BJP, FDOT and JTA will be invited. 


Update from Public Works 6/13/05: Lone Star has been an extremely difficult project.  
Expected completion is now December (as opposed to the original completion of August).  
However, we are making every effort to shorten that time as much as possible. 


 


Marcella expressed extreme concern by the CPAC about congestion on Kernan Boulevard and 
the many development projects that are being approved along the corridor. She said the CPAC 
considered requesting a moratorium on further development, but instead wrote a letter to the 
mayor recommending that the city “fast track the design, right-of-way purchase and construction 
of all three of the Kernan Boulevard improvement projects (lane additions and both overpasses) 
…” 


The mayor said making Kernan Boulevard a viable corridor is a top priority with everyone who 
knows it, including the Mayor’s Office, City Council and DOT. He said traffic flow on Kernan 
impacts other corridors, including Southside Boulevard. 
 
Southeast: 
Charles McBurney said the Southeast CPAC shares the Greater Arlington/Beaches CPAC’s 
concerns about Kernan Boulevard, which also goes through District 3. 
 
He expressed concern to the mayor about progress on Fair Share and land acquisition for 
future schools. 
The mayor said new growth management legislation addresses schools as part of concurrency. 
 
Southwest: 
Lee Martin requested approval of the Southwest CPAC’s request to amend its by-laws, which 
was resolved.  (The Director of Neighborhoods had approved it.) 
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He said he is concerned about the lack of communication in making citizens informed of 
pending legislation. He mentioned a litter ordinance that affects fishermen. 
 
 
 
North: 
Dick Berry had a concern about the payout schedule of the Better Jacksonville Plan bonds, which 
was resolved.  
 
Dick expressed concern about heavy traffic volume on roads in the district, including Broward 
and Pulaski, and questioned reliability of traffic counts. 
The mayor said accurate counts have been a big challenge, which the MPO is working on. He 
said he wanted to chair the MPO because its work is so important. 
Dick said that government employees who work downtown contribute to rush hour traffic and 
asked if the city would try to promote motor pools. 
 
Issue: The Times-Union story on the cost overruns in the “road projects” would cause some road 
projects to but cut back, like the widening of Broward Road. The same story indicated that some 
other roads would be increased from three lanes to four lanes and some from four to six lanes. 
Status: Current daily traffic volumes indicate that Broward Road is handling more traffic than 
some that are being increased. Why? 
Suggested solution: A standard should be set and applied to each project without any guesswork 
by the Better Jacksonville Plan project team. 
Update from Public Works 6/13/05: Broward Road was initially identified as one that could 
receive scope cuts, but upon further review it's been decided to keep the scope as currently 
planned, from a two-lane rural to a three-lane urban. 
 
Pete Jackson announced that Thelma Jackson from the Mayor’s Office of Faith and Community 
Based Partnerships would be attending CPAC meetings to identify community-based 
organizations that could benefit from the office’s programs. 
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Summary of Mayor Peyton’s Quarterly meeting with CPAC Chairs 


4:30 p.m. Sept. 20, 2005– Mayor’s Conference Room 
 


SUMMARY 


 
Attending: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Roslyn Mixon-Phillips, Director, Neighborhoods Dept. & Deputy Chief Administrative Officer 
Lorrie DeFrank, Chief, Neighborhood Services Division 
 
CPAC Chairs:  
Urban Core: Dr. Janetta Norman 
Greater Arlington/Beaches: Marcella Lowe 
Southeast: Charles McBurney  
Southwest: Lee Martin  
Northwest: Vice Chair Randy Mallory  
North:  Richard Berry 
  
Mayor Peyton announced that beginning next spring, he will attend a different CPAC meeting 
every other month, as follows: 


 March 27, District 3, Southeast 
 May 8, District 4, Southwest 
 July 13, District 5, Northwest 
 Sept. 13, District 6, North 
 Nov. 6, District 1, Urban Core 
 Jan. 8, 2007, District 2, Greater Arlington/Beaches 


 
The mayor opened the meeting by telling the chairs he enjoys their meetings because they allow 
him to talk about the issues of the day. 
 
Cecil Field: The mayor said he wants them as leaders to know why he believes the city is 
moving in the right direction by working to get to the Navy to return to Cecil Field.  He said 
great cities have a good economy and that a disturbing trend here is that the per capita income is 
below average and sliding downward. Bringing Navy jets back to Cecil Field would create 
10,000 to 12,000 higher paying jobs with a $1 billion immediate payroll impact. He said 
government should help folks who are impacted by the sound of the planes. The economic 
impact of the Navy’s return on Northeast Florida would be unprecedented. It would take a 
generation to have a comparable activity at Cecil Field and a similar opportunity would not come 
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along for a century. The mayor said two economists have been hired to study the economic 
impact and land values. 
 
Lee Martin asked that someone from the administration attend the Southwest CPAC’s November 
meeting to talk about Cecil Field. He thanked the mayor for holding a town hall meeting in the 
Equestrian Center to listen to residents’ concerns. 
Action: Done. Neighborhood Services arranged for Dan McCarthy to attend on Nov. 14. 
 
The chairs raised the following concerns: 
 
Urban Core: 
Janetta Norman said 21 streets in the Urban Core have not been resurfaced as part of The 
Better Jacksonville Plan. 
The mayor asked the Urban Core CPAC to prioritize a list and give it to Public Works. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
 
Update:  
1.   Grunthal St.  
2.   Wilson St. 
3.   Moncreif Rd. 
4.   Line St. 
5.   Norfolk Blvd.  
6.   McDuff Ave. 
7.   Williamsburg Ave. 
8.   Commonwealth Ave 
10.  Myrtle Ave. 
11.  Beaver St. 
12.  Suffolk Ave. 
13.  Pearce St 
14.  Fairfax St. 
15.  Acorn St.  
16.  New Kings Rd. 
17.  Division St. 
18.  Canal St. 
19.  Cleavland Rd. 
20.  Sibbald Dr. 
21. Gilchrist Rd. 
 
Sinkholes are being filled but it’s not working -- in Durkeeville on 10th Street and Durkee Drive. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
 
People have expressed concern to Councilwoman Gwen Yates about inadequate equipment at 
Simonds-Johnson Park. 
The mayor asked Neighborhood Services to follow up with Paul Crawford, director of the Parks 
Department. 
 
Update per Paul Crawford:  
The following is a list of the equipment reportedly stolen/damaged from Simonds-Johnson Park: 
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Stereo   DVD/VCR   Television  Microwave  
Computer CPU Hard drive   Printer   Fax machine broken 
Portable radio  Boom box   Floor buffer  File cabinets  
Miscellaneous sports equipment 
 
*Equipment is due to be replaced based on budget availability.  
 
The following improvements were made at the request of neighborhood residents. 


1. Basketball court lighting was improved 
2. Moved (3) park benches closer to the basketball court in an effort to deter drug deals 
3. Trimmed trees, removed hedges from around the center, removed tree and grinded 
stump 
4. Installed a walk-in area on SE corner of the park  
5. Installed signs indicating the length of the walking track - these have been re-installed 
several times due to vandalism 
6. Pressure washed and cleaned the area behind the center where the transients have 
been staying  


 
 
 
 
Greater Arlington/Beaches: 


Marcella Lowe thanked the city for updates on the following two issues: 


1. University Park Library Community Room: Status as of 9/19/05: – In design now; out 
for bid in one month; under construction by end of this year; completed in January 
2006. 


2. Lone Star Road - update and general concerns with the road project:  Update from 
Public Works 9/19/05: Lone Star has been an extremely difficult project.  Expected 
completion is now February 2006 (as opposed to the original completion of August).   


 
Marcella expressed concern about city budget cuts, specifically where they might impact the 
Neighborhood Services Division, which she said is “very important to the citizens of 
Jacksonville.”  
 
Roslyn Phillips explained that the city is looking at all departments and divisions for 
duplication of services. She said she has until the end of December to give City Council reasons 
why the department should stay intact. 
 
Marcella asked for the other chairs’ support in lobbying to keep Neighborhood Services. She 
said Clean It Up, Green It Up also is an extremely important division. 
 
Charles McBurney said Neighborhood Services is indispensable with CPAC support and he 
supports its retention. 
 
Roslyn said the functions and activities will not go away in any area. 
 
Marcella said residents are pleased with the progress of two projects: 
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1. The ISTEA project to improve University Boulevard is under way. Work will start at 
Arlington Road and continue toward the expressway. 


2. Work is moving along on the Arlington Road Town Center Initiative project and she 
hopes Town Center funding will be available in the future. 


 
Southeast: 
Charles McBurney requested that the city assist the school district in acquiring land and 
constructing new schools in the high-growth Southeast Planning District. 
The mayor agreed there’s got to be a partnership and said the Planning and Development 
Department is working with the school district on that. 
 
CPAC membership: Charles said that although the Southeast CPAC usually has 40 or more 
neighborhoods represented at any meeting, that is a small percentage of neighborhood 
organizations in the district. The SE CPAC’s subcommittee chairs suggested that the city 
conduct a public service campaign to increase awareness and enthusiasm for CPACs. 
Mayor Peyton said that’s a good idea that will bring new leaders and fresh ideas to the CPACs. 
He encouraged frequent changes of chairs for the same reason. 
Roslyn said the Neighborhood Services Division revised its citizen training this year 
(CommUniverCity) with the purpose of cultivating new leaders. She said the department could 
support the request through the Neighborhood Services and Public Information divisions. 
Dick Berry suggested getting the names of new homeowners associations from developers and 
promoting CPACs through TV and Jacksonville Community Council Inc. 
The mayor challenged Neighborhood Services to come up with creative ways to increase CPAC 
membership. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. (We will all work on this one! – L) 
 
Southwest: 
Lee Martin expressed concern about flooding in Melissa Estates. 
The mayor asked the Neighborhoods Department to check the flooding priority list. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
Mary Beth, what’s the status of this? 
 
Lee mentioned maintenance concerns at Wiley Park.  
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
And this? 
 


Northwest: 
Randy Mallory said the NW CPAC sent a letter to Alan Mosley about drainage problems at 
Fitzgerald and Lackawana. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
The letter that was sent to Alan Mosley was on mowing the city right-of-way and putting them 
on a schedule and the drainage ditches that need to be cleaned as well. Therefore there is 
impaired drainage.   
 
Randy said neighbors are concerned about a halfway house on 12th Street that is near schools. 
He said, “Until we find out more details, just be aware.” 
The NW Planner, Lara Diettrich, was checking with OGC to see if they could legally sub-lease 
the halfway house to someone other than the State of Florida.  
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North: 
Dick Berry brought up two recurring issues: 


1. They are working with a City Council member to have one of the two community centers 
that were torn down replaced. 


2. Asphalt plants on Heckscher Drive and Main Street remain unsightly. 
The mayor asked that staff follow up on the possibility of planting trees as a remedy. 
on Heckscher Drive and Main Street. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. (Cami, the mayor specifically said this time to see if 
trees can be planted as a buffer. The response in the past is that it’s private property …but 
please pursue the trees request. – L) 
 
Update (9/23/05):  Per Mike Robinson, JEA would be able to supply some trees.  They would be 
concerned about trees being compatible with the location (no tall trees under lines being used).  
JEA assumes the City will be coordinating with FDOT if plantings are on City property.  Joe 
Dunbar, JEA has been asked to review and determine any conflicts. 
 
(9/29/05): Mike Robinson - This area is not part of a project by JEA at this time.  Recently, he 
spoke to Richard Berry regarding what his recommendations would be and did not lead him to 
believe that JEA had the project.  He recommended that 6" caliper live oaks be planted at 30' 
spacing in the curve area to provide a quick screening.  30' is closer than what’s usually done.  
However, for fast screen he suggested it.  JEA does not grow 6" trees.  The largest they do is 2" 
caliper.  The scope or intent of the community does not fit to what JEA has available. 
   
Input has been requested from Alan Mosley and Paul Crawford regarding possible involvement.  
Update (9/23/05): Lorenzo Williams, Park Maintenance – he will check to see if the Tree 
Mitigation program can be used for this project. 
Per Milton Locklear, FDOT - if the landscaping is on FDOT's right-of-way, a permit will be 
needed from FDOT.  He will review this request with the Permits engineer. 
 
(9/29/05): Nancy Kirts, Park Maintenance - spoke to Fred Pope who indicated that the area in 
question is part of a very large tree mitigation project with JEA. He suggested contacting 
Michael Robinson, JEA Forester to receive specific details. (SEE MIKE ROBINSON’S 
RESPONSE ABOVE) 
 
Update (9/23/05): Per Lin White, this is a very good idea.  She has been working on this and 
learned that neither Property Safety nor Zoning Code Enforcement has any basis on which to cite 
the asphalt company.  She was planning to suggest that C/M Alvarez use his influence to get 
them to improve their appearance, but planting trees is an excellent suggestion.  She’s sure she 
can get the Councilman to introduce legislation to fund the trees out of the Tree Mitigation fund.  
However, a landscape architect would have to produce a plan and indicate the number and kind 
of trees.  That is required in order to draft legislation.  She can suggest that C/M Alvarez request 
the services of Greenscape to produce the landscape plan and do the planting as well.   
 
Update (9/26/05): Per Dick Berry, he’s aware of the problem caused by the asphalt plant on 
Heckscher Drive, but was not aware of the request for JEA to supply trees to cure the problem, 
caused by the plant operator which has received 10's of millions of dollars from the Better 
Jacksonville Plan.  He doesn’t know if this is a solution arrived at by the Neighborhoods 
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Department or the Mayor's office.  There was a "junk yard" problem on 9A several years ago. 
That problem was solved by Public Works, through Fred Pope using the Tree Mitigation fund 
which currently has a balance in excess of $ 5.3 million.  Because the problem is caused by the 
asphalt plant, they should be responsible for correcting the problem through City Staff 
inspections. Also, there are a lot of "Wet Lands" on this site, which he does not believe are being 
protected. 
 
Update (9/26/05): Per Milton Locklear, from FDOT's Permits Department: 
If the plantings are on City property we would have no say in the matter, though we would want 
them to analyze and maintain all required site distances so that the traffic could safely enter/exit 
our roadway system.  If the plantings were proposed within our r/w a Permit would be needed as 
well as a Maintenance Agreement from the local government pledging to maintain the new 
landscape installations. For the permit we would need an application and plans so that we could 
review/comment on the appropriateness and safety of the installation (a minimum 4 copies of the 
permit application and plans would be needed). 
 
Lorrie talked to Lin White 10/3/05:  She will handle this issue. She will contact Warren Alvarez 
(and Dick Berry) and pursue using Tree Mitigation Funds with GreenScape doing the design. 
Lorrie told her that JEA has offered to provide trees. 
 
 
Dick said residents oppose canceling the Eastport/Main Street overpass (railroad crossing) Better 
Jacksonville Plan project, as suggested in Bill 2005-898. 
 
NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, Jan. 17, 2006, 4:30 p.m. 
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Summary of Mayor Peyton’s quarterly meeting with CPAC Chairs 


4:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 2006 -  Mayor’s Large Conference Room 
 


SUMMARY 
 
Attending: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Roslyn Mixon-Phillips, Director, Neighborhoods Department and 
  Deputy Chief Administrative Officer 
Kevin Holzendorf, Mayor’s Office 
Lorrie DeFrank, Chief, Neighborhood Services Division 
 
CPAC officers: 
Urban Core: Dr. Janetta Norman, chair; Bishop Eugene Johnson, vice chair 
Greater Arlington/Beaches: Tom Shouvlin, chair; Joseph Lek, vice chair 
Southeast: Charles McBurney, chair; Gamal Lyons, vice chair 
Southwest: Lee Martin, chair; Ralph Malphurs, vice chair 
Northwest: Joseph Anderson, chair; Gadson Burgess, vice chair 
North:  Tommy Ruffin, chair; Richard Berry, vice chair 
___________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Mayor Peyton opened the meeting by thanking the CPAC officers for their volunteerism 
and telling them that he values his meetings with them. He encouraged all the chairs to 
have a succession plan in place. 
 
Chairs submitted the following issues for discussion: 
 
Urban Core: 
 
Hogan’s Creek: Bishop Johnson said there are unhealthy bacteria and other pollution in 
Hogan’s Creek 
The mayor said “some of our best people” are working on an initiative to have a 
cleaner river and creeks, including Hogan’s and McCoy’s. 
 
Confederate Park: Dr. Norman said geese, ducks and chickens are making a mess at 
the park. She asked that “do not feed the wildlife” signs be erected and that a regular 
clean-up program be established. 
Roslyn Phillips said the city would look into it. 
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Update from Neighborhood Services Division: Parks is opposed to posting do not feed 
signs because of public perception.  
 
Speeding: Bishop Johnson complained about speeding in the Urban Core. 
The mayor said that is a countywide concern and advised the residents to attend 
Sheriff’s Advisory Council meetings to report their concerns. He said we would ask the 
Sheriff’s Office to look into the speeding. 
Roslyn Phillips said speed bumps in main thoroughfares do not meet code requirements. 
Update from Neighborhood Services Division:  Information forwarded to Zone 5 Traffic 
Sergeant Colavito Terry. 
 
CPAC succession: Dr. Norman said she asked each CPAC member to bring a young 
person to CPAC meetings to get the youth interested in neighborhood organization. 
The mayor suggested that all CPAC do that, adding that “one of our biggest concerns 
is succession in CPACs.” 
 
Greater Arlington/Beaches:   
 
Kohl’s: Tom Shouvlin said residents of the subdivision adjacent to Kohl’s on Atlantic 
Boulevard are upset because the buffer that was promised is not there. 
 
Arlington Expressway: Joe Lek asked about the future of the expressway. 
The mayor said that project is a priority. Its $800 million cost includes a new bridge. He 
said it will take federal help and is the No. 1 priority of the legislative delegation. 
 
Trees: Joe said developers seem to be cutting down every tree ... 
The mayor they can take trees down as long as they mitigate to replace them.  It gets 
into property rights issues. 
 
Declining neighborhoods: Joe: What can be done? 
The mayor said that is one of the biggest challenges of Mike Saylor, the new director of 
the Planning and Development Department, and that Arlington is on the radar screen. 
 
Southeast: 
 
CPAC location: Charles McBurney announced that the SE CPAC is now meeting at St. 
Luke’s hospital, which has A/V equipment and good parking. 
 
Growth management: Charles expressed concern about extending Kernan Boulevard 
to Baymeadows Road. 
The mayor said people should be pleased with the widening of Kernan and that he 
sees the extension as a relief valve. He offered to have engineers from Public Works 
listen to residents’ concerns and determine what the impact of the extension would be. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up with Public Works.  (Lorrie:  Land 
negotiations have not been completed yet.  The Skinner family has agreed to sell the 
land for development, the details are being finalized.  This area will also be the location 
for one of the new high schools that will be constructed in the Southeast district – 
Rosemary 4/4/06). 
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Julington Creek Marina: Charles said residents are concerned about the height of multi-
story building at the marina. 
The mayor asked Roslyn Phillips to follow up with Councilwoman Sharon Copeland. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up.  (Lorrie:  The developers have made 
several presentations to the CPAC since the last quarterly meeting.  So far the CPAC 
has not responded favorably to the developers design plans.  They LUZ subcommittee is 
expecting another presentation in the near future – Rosemary 4/4/06). 
 
CPAC membership: Charles asked if CPAC promotion could be aired on local media 
other than cable TV, and if membership could be promoted to companies that 
manage homeowners associations. 
Action: Neighborhood Services is in the process of producing CPAC promotions and will 
follow up on the request. (I’ve done this one.  – Lorrie) 
 
Southwest: 
 
Blueprint for Prosperity: Lee Martin asked the mayor to give an overview of Blueprint at 
his town hall meeting in the Southwest Planning District on Jan.  30. 
The mayor explained the importance of the Blueprint program. He asked that each 
CPAC schedule a Blueprint speaker. 
Roslyn Phillips encouraged the officers to respond to Blueprint’s call for community 
partners and asked them to spread the word about upcoming community meetings. 
Update from the Neighborhood Services Division, 1/20/06:  Scheduling of Blueprint 
speakers at CPAC meetings is under way. All 460 neighborhood organizations and 
members of the six CPACs have been notified of the community meetings. Update from 
the Neighborhood Services Division, 3/17/06:  Chair of the SW CPAC Economics 
Development Subcommittee attends meetings of  Blueprint and gives monthly reports 
of Blueprint’s progress.  Neighborhoods coordinator provides community partner 
applications at each CPAC meeting. 
 
New Ways Grant:  Several chairs echoed Lee Martin’s disappointment that Jacksonville 
Children’s Commission’s grant program to provide $25,000 per planning district for 
children’s programs each year may not continue. The grants have come to be known 
as CPAC Grants because CPAC members select the recipients. 
Lee asked if funding could be identified for this purpose and suggested that the 
Mayor’s Office of Faith and Community Based Partnerships administer the program. 
The mayor said the city would take a look at it, but cautioned that they are in the 
process of making budget cuts. 
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up. 
Update: Lorrie and Roslyn are working on this one – LD, February 2006 
 
City staff at CPAC meetings: Lee asked if support staff (resource people from several 
departments) could make reports at each meeting, in addition to key staff 
(Neighborhood Services and mayor’s liaisons.) 
The mayor agreed. 
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up.  Joyce and coordinators 
Update: At Roslyn’s request, Lorrie sent a memo to the Planning, Public Works and 
Neighborhoods directors and the mayor’s liaisons 
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Northwest:  
 
Blueprint for Prosperity: Joseph Anderson said one of the NW CPAC’s main concerns is 
to bring people together to educate them and get them involved in the initiative.  
 
Soutel expansion/railroad overpass:   Making Soutel four lanes from U.S. 1 to I-295 going 
west from U.S. 1: When will work start? Is it fully funded? What is the estimated 
completion date? 
Southern Railroad overpass on Soutel: same questions 
Update from Public Works 1/12/06 (provided at mayor’s meeting): The Soutel widening 
is a JTA bond project (as opposed to Better Jacksonville Plan). It is in design stage. The 
railroad project is part of the Soutel project. The project is being prepared for 
construction bid advertisement in February 2006. Funding: 1997 Bond Fund allocation of 
$6,515,587 and a State SIS Grant of $4.6 million. (Detailed fact sheet provided to the NW 
CPAC.) 
 
 
 
North: 
 
Homeowner associations: Tommy Ruffin asked if the Planning Department would let 
new neighborhoods know when they are turned over to homeowners from the 
developers. Residents don’t know what their responsibilities are. North Jacksonville has 8 
to 10 new subdivisions each year. 
The mayor cautioned about adding too many labors of bureaucracy but said we 
would look into the notification request. 
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up with Planning.  NSD is in the process of 
developing its resident training programs for 2006. A session on homeowners 
associations covering these and other topics will be included in the training. 
Update: Neighborhood Services has scheduled this training as part of its CU 2006 
program. Lorrie followed up with Margo. 
Update from Margo Moehring, Planning Department, 2/17/06: I polled all the relevant 
planners.  JPDD is not noticed when responsibility shifts to the HOA, and no one was 
aware of any city agency that might be, unless it is filed at the courthouse and there 
was a way to loop into them. (NSD is following up on the courthouse project. LD, 2/17  - 
to Mary Beth.) 
 
Library: Tommy asked if library hours could be extended. 
The mayor said an announcement about that would be coming soon. 
 
Code enforcement: Tommy Ruffin said several CPAC members have reported that 
Code Enforcement has not been responsive. Complaints have not been investigated. 
Dick Berry said the district is short on officers. 
The mayor asked for specifics and said the city is working constantly to do a better job. 
Response from Derek Igou, Chief, Property Safety Division, 1/20/06: There has been no 
reduction in staff in District 4. In fact, the district has one more officer than a year ago. 
He provided the following citywide statistics that show service improvements: 


 Average response time from complaint to first inspection: 62 days in 2003, 7 days 
in 2005 
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 Average days to resolve complaint: 111 in  2003, 53 in 2005 
 Number of properties brought into compliance: 6,879 in 2003, 13,195 in 2005 
 Proactive inspections: 16% in 2003, 38% in 2005 
 Number of cases referred to Municipal Code Enforcement Board (increased 


enforcement): 140 in 2003, 2,042 in 2005 
 Revenue collected: $45,885 in 2003, $116,475 in 2005 


 
NEXT MEETING: To be announced 
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Mayor Peyton’s quarterly meeting with CPAC chairs 


4:30 p.m., April 4, 2006 – Mayor’s Small Conference Room 
 


SUMMARY 
 
Attending: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Roslyn Phillips, Deputy Chief Operating Officer 
Kerri Stewart, Executive Director, Jacksonville Housing Commission 
Derek Igou, Interim Director, Neighborhoods Department, and Chief, Property Safety Division 
Lorrie DeFrank, Chief, Neighborhood Services Division 
 
CPACs: 
Urban Core: Chair Dr. Janetta Norman  
Greater Arlington/Beaches: Chair Tom Shouvlin 
Southeast: Chair Charles McBurney  
Southwest: Chair Lee Martin  
Northwest: Vice Chair Gadson Burgess  
North:  Chair Tommy Ruffin  
  
Mayor Peyton opened the meeting by saying he was looking forward to the 
opportunity to recruit CPAC members at an informational session about CPACs in the 
Main Library immediately following this meeting. It is part of Neighborhood Services’ 
campaign to solicit CPAC membership and encourage neighborhood organizations to 
have representation on CPACs. CPAC chairs are invited. 
 
He said he also wanted to spend time talking about the proposed new Department of 
Housing and Neighborhoods and solicit chairs’ ideas about the proposal. 
 
Chairs raised the following discussion items: 
 
Urban Core: 
CPACs: Dr. Janetta Norman asked if changes to the CPAC format are planned? 
The mayor said no changes are planned to the CPAC network, which he values. He 
said he would like to attract new talent to CPACs so the chairs “don’t feel they are 
doing it alone.” 
 
Greater Arlington/Beaches:   
Lone Star Road: What is the status of work? 
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Update from Public Works: Lone Star Road from Arlington Road to Mill Creek Road is 
being fully reconstructed as part of the Better Jacksonville Plan. Traffic is on new 
pavement on the south side between Mill Creek Road and Lillian Road.  Lillian is 
temporarily closed between Arlington and Bert.  Although the projected completion 
date was last November, several change orders have kept the work going. The current 
estimated completion date is mid-June.  
 
CPAC membership: Chair Tom Shouvlin said he invited the YMCA to join the CPAC and 
will ask if the Full-Service Schools coordinator would like to join to give regional reports 
and put neighborhoods in touch with their assets. He said new Superintendent Wise 
recently attended a CPAC meeting. 
The mayor encouraged all CPACs to invite the superintendent to a meeting. 
 
New Ways Grants: Tom asked about the possibility of reinstating funding for the 
Jacksonville Children’s Commission grants that were disbursed through the CPACs. 
Acknowledging that the grants were worthy, the mayor explained that tough budget 
cuts are necessary to maintain the current level of public safety, which is 52% of the 
city’s budget. He expressed optimism that the grants could return in a few years. 
 


Southeast:  
Charles McBurney invited the mayor to the Southeast CPAC’s bus tour on April 21. 
 
Losco Road proposed development. Losco Road is currently at 107% of capacity and 
has an “F” level of service. 
 
Julington Creek Marine Development: Fourth revised proposal presently for review. Third 
revision was opposed formally by Southeast CPAC. Fourth has raised concerns. 
The mayor said there are still policy concerns regarding high-rise buildings near water 
and that efforts are under way to rewrite the entire zoning code. 
 
Charles mentioned concerns about city staff attendance at CPAC meetings. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
 
Southwest: 
Eyesore on Blanding:  Northwest corner of Blanding Boulevard and 103rd Street – 
vehicles for sale as well as furniture, dogs, vegetables, etc.  Old Pic ‘n Save building 
received storm damage in 2004. Remainder of building is vacant and has become an 
eyesore for the entire community. 
Action: Derek Igou said Property Safety will take care of that. 
 
Spaceport at Cecil: What’s the possibility of a spaceport being developed at Cecil 
Field? 
The mayor said that is not a priority and is speculative at this point. However, with FCCJ 
specializing in aerospace technology at its Cecil Center, aviation remains integral at 
Cecil Field. 
 
Chair Lee Martin thanked the mayor for the four-way stop at Wheat and Firestone 
roads. 
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Northwest:  
Community center: Vice Chair Gadson Burgess said the district could use another 
community center and suggested property at Edgewood and Moncrief. 
Action: Neighborhood Services to follow up. 
 
North: 
Chair Tommy Ruffin thanked the mayor for partially restoring library hours.  
 
Community center: Tommy again brought up the lack of enough community centers in 
North Jacksonville.  He said he spoke to new Parks Director John Culbreth about the 
concern and suggested that seven acres of land near Highlands Middle School be 
used for a center. He said he also sent Councilwoman Yates a letter about it. 
The mayor said budget circumstances present real challenges for parks programs and 
that the city relies on City Council to prioritize projects with money it has to use for parks.  
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up on the possibility of using property near 
Highlands Middle. 
 
9A and Heckscher Drive: Proposed interchange would be a traffic nightmare. When 
operational, the Mitsui OSK Lines cargo terminal will generate 1,400 tractor trailer trips 
per day for the area without any significant (if any) changes to existing roadways. 
Tommy said residents are not opposed to the terminal but are worried about the traffic. 
The mayor said Heckscher will be widened substantially from 9A to I-95 as part of the 
Better Jacksonville Plan. That will be a highly intensive industrial area. 
The mayor asked for a status report on that project, including lights, funding and a time 
chart. 
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up with Public Works/Better Jax. 
 
Update: According to John T Davis, JTA chief engineer, Heckscher Drive, Phase 1 
(August Drive to SR-9A) was completed in the 1st Q, 2005. Their schedule for the 
Heckscher Drive, Phase 2/Zoo Parkway (Drummond Point to August Drive) project is: 
 
Design in progress with completion - 3rd Q, 2006 
R/W acquisition in progress with completion - 4th Q, 2006 
Construction - State SIS Funding is not available until July 2009. Therefore, construction 
could begin in the 4th Q, 2009 and be completed 4th Q, 2011.  If advance funding 
could be provided by some agency, or a SIB loan could be obtained to advance fund 
the project, construction could begin as early as 3rd Q, 2007 and be completed 3rd Q, 
2009. 
  
One major issue that could affect the project schedule is a property owner's desire to 
add an overpass to the roadway to accommodate development of a new port 
between Broward River and Dunn Creek.  They  have asked the developer's 
representative that a decision be made not later than May 1, 2006 on whether or not 
this overpass is to be added and a commitment for funding of all additional costs.  If 
the overpass is added and funded, additional design would be required and the "early 
project completion" schedule would shift to provide construction completion in the 2nd 
- 3rd Q, 2010. 
 
Additional information: 
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The mayor specifically said 9A to I-95. Where are Drummond Point and August Drive? 
August Drive is the entrance to the Cruise Terminal, south off Heckscher Drive. 
Drummond Point is the land mass on the west side of Broward River. The total project 
involves widening the 2-lane roadway of Heckscher Drive between I-95 and SR-9A to 4-
lanes. Heckscher was already 4-lanes from I-95 to Drummond Point (just west of the 
bridge over Broward River). 
 
Does the BJP project go all the way to I-95? 
Not really. See response above. 
 
Would that requested overpass go to a public port?  
Jax Port is working with the property owner to possibly develop the port 
for future use by Jax Port. 
 
What is that project? 
An additional cargo port, possibly another container or a "roll-off" (vehicles) port. Jax 
Port can provide more detail. 
 
  
Proposed new department: 
 
Roslyn Phillips told the chairs about the advantages to neighborhoods of combining 
neighborhood and housing services.  She said that although some of the services 
overlap, Neighborhood Services lacks funding to implement programs to address 
community needs. Consolidating the departments would free up funding and create a 
synergy to be responsive to needs of neighborhoods, including implementing 
Neighborhood Action Plans and Town Center Initiative projects.  
 
Kerri Stewart – who has been appointed director of the Department of Housing and 
Neighborhoods, pending City Council approval -- said combining the services would 
provide the best way to leverage state and federal dollars for affordable housing to 
benefit the entire community. In response to Dr. Norman’s concern, she said there will 
be no change in the way dollars are allocated for affordable housing in the proposed 
new department. She said current services, including those provided by Property Safety 
and Neighborhood Services, would be retained and enhanced under the new 
structure. 
 
Roslyn called it a holistic approach to revitalization in neighborhoods which would 
include opportunities for economic development. 
 
 
 
CPAC picnic: 
Lee Martin said the Southwest CPAC would like to host a CPAC picnic this year, possibly 
in August at Little Talbot Island. He will get with the other chairs to discuss and plan the 
event. 
 
Closing: 
Mayor Peyton again expressed appreciation to the chairs for their service and said 
succession and recruiting new people are important to the CPAC process. 
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NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, Aug. 1 
 








Mayor Peyton’s quarterly meeting with CPAC chairs 
4 p.m., Aug. 1, 2006 – Mayor’s Small Conference Room 


 
SUMMARY 


 
Attending: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Kerri Stewart, Director, Housing and Neighborhoods Department 
Lorrie DeFrank, Chief, Neighborhood Services Division 
 
CPACs: 
Urban Core: Chair Dr. Janetta Norman  
Greater Arlington/Beaches: Chair Tom Shouvlin 
Southeast: Chair Charles McBurney  
Southwest: Chair Lee Martin  
Northwest: Vice Chair Gadson Burgess  
North:  Chair Tommy Ruffin  
  
Beginning this month, Mayor Peyton will attend a CPAC meeting in every district. The 
updated schedule is: 


 Aug. 14, District 2, Greater Arlington/Beaches 
 Sept. 13, District 6, North 
 Sept.  25, District 3, Southeast 
 Oct. 9, District 4, Southwest 
 Nov. 6, District 1, Urban Core 
 Jan. 11, 2007, District 5, Northwest 


The mayor’s next Town Hall Meeting will be at 6 p.m. Aug. 21 in the Urban Core Planning 
District, location to be determined.  The tentative schedule for the rest of the year is: 


 North, Oct. 16 
 Arlington, Nov. 27 


 
Mayor Peyton opened the meeting by talking about Jacksonville’s high murder 
rate: He said the crimes reached the “tipping point” with the murder of 
Dreshawna Davis and that he called a meeting with highly elected officials to 
have frank and healthy discussions on how to stop them. In response to requests 
for more police presence he has allocated $5 million and 50 more officers to 
crime-ridden neighborhoods. The mayor shared his deep concerns about the 
murder rate, particularly the child’s murder, and asked the chairs to help 
promote his Day of Faith to bring the community together to focus on the 
problem on Aug. 12. The mayor and chairs spent the majority of the meeting 
discussing possible causes and solutions. “It’s all about respect,” the mayor said. 
 
Agenda items submitted by chairs: 
Urban Core:   
Drug sales: Dr. Janetta Norman said drug dealing is suspected at stores at 13th 
Street and Moncrief Road and on Myrtle Avenue between 21st and 22nd streets. 
The mayor asked for specific addresses. 
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up. 
 
Hogan’s Creek: What is the status of the Hogan’s Creek project? 







The mayor said Hogan’s and McCoy’s creeks have huge potential benefit to the 
city and the administration will continue to find ways to clean them up. 
 
Greater Arlington/Beaches: 
Tom Shouvlin said the District 2 CPAC is looking forward to having the mayor 
attend this month’s meeting. 
 
Tom said most residents are satisfied with the Seeds of Change initiative that is 
targeting Historic Arlington. 
 
Southeast: 
Growth Management Task Force: Charles McBurney said the Southeast CPAC set 
up a subcommittee to come up with its own recommendations for growth 
management and encouraged other CPACs to do likewise. 
 
Seeds of Change: Charles expressed concern that pilot programs in targeted 
older neighborhoods would take resources from other neighborhoods. 
The mayor said the goal is not to pull resources from other neighborhoods. If 
there is a problem, identify it and go after it.  
 
Southwest: 
Northwest corner of Blanding Boulevard and 103rd Street: Lee Martin praised 
Derek Igou and code enforcement officers for work they are doing in the “open 
air market” but said the vacant Pic ‘N Save building continues to be an eyesore 
and a blight upon the community. 
 
Violent crime: Lee said violent crime is a concern on the Westside and that there 
have been three murders within a half mile of his church on Seaboard Avenue in 
three years. He said the faith community has not done all it can do and should 
be doing to intervene.  
 
Fishing Creek Flooding: Lee Martin submitted a paper detailing concerns about 
flooding south of Timuquana Bridge to 118th Street. It states that in July and 
September 2005 Fishing Creek flooded to 12 inches above maximum previous  
levels. BJP work is blamed for the flooding. A moratorium on building permits and 
dredging Fishing Creek is recommended. 
Action: Neighborhood Services will follow up. 
 
Northwest: 
Neighborhood crime: Gadson Burgess thanked the mayor for “saving a lot of 
innocent lives” by his efforts to stop the city’s murders “because we were about 
to be vigilantes.” He said more than 100 people were expected at his 
neighborhood’s National Night Out event that evening and offered residents’ 
support for the mayor’s programs: “We have it going on in Magnolia Gardens 
North!” 
 
North: 







Neighborhood crime: Tommy Ruffin said when developers make presentations at 
CPAC meetings members try to encourage them to build townhouses instead of 
apartment buildings in an effort to encourage home ownership, which fosters 
stronger neighborhoods and less crime. 
 
Overcrowded roads: Some roads in the North District are not keeping up with 
development. CPAC members are complaining growth planning. Some roads 
are at 150% capacity.  
 
*** 
 
CPAC Picnic: Lee Martin said the Southwest CPAC plans to host the 2006 CPAC 
picnic at Little Talbot Island on Saturday, Sept. 16. He invited the mayor to 
attend. The mayor said he would like to attend and will check his schedule.  








Mayor Peyton’s meeting with CPAC chairs 
4 p.m., March 21, 2007 – Mayor’s Small Conference Room 


 
SUMMARY 


Action items in red! 
 
Attending: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Lorrie DeFrank, Chief, Neighborhood Services Division 
 
CPACs: 
Urban Core: Chair Janetta Norman  
Greater Arlington/Beaches: not represented 
Southeast: Chair Gamal Lyons  
Southwest: Chair Ralph Malphurs  
Northwest: Vice Chair Gadson Burgess 
North: Chair William Baker  
  
Mayor Peyton welcomed the new chairs and announced the following: 


 First Mayor’s Housing and Neighborhoods Summit, April 3, Prime Osborn 
 Mayor’s Town Hall Meeting in the Southwest Planning District, March 26 
 Move of Housing and Neighborhoods Department to 214 N. Hogan St. this week 


 
Referring to his recent visit to the Northwest CPAC, the mayor recalled residents’ 
concerns about dim street lighting and said he charged his team to explore brighter 
bulbs. 
 
Chairs raised the following concerns: 
 
Urban Core: 
Janetta Norman congratulated the mayor on his election victory yesterday and said 
residents in her district drove people to polls to vote. 
 
Issue: Hogan’s Creek: 
The mayor said he is committed to cleaning up Hogan’s and McCoy’s creeks and that 
he signed the River Accord last year as part of that commitment. 
 
Southeast: 
Gamal Lyons asked the status of intersection improvements at Baymeadows and 
Southside and Beach and University. 
The mayor said those are Better Jacksonville Plan projects and asked Neighborhood 
Services to find out the status of them. – Rosemary, check and report to Gamal 
 
Gamal said residents are pleased that Kernan Road will be widened to six lanes. 
The mayor said the city actually increased the budget for the project. 
 
Gamal asked if the code enforcement process has improved since going to a special 
master from the code enforcement boards.  







The mayor asked Neighborhood Services to check on the efficiency of the special 
master vs. the code boards. 
Derek Igou, 3/22: Before change, code boards were hearing 15 to 20 cases per month. 
Special master meets twice a week and hears about 50 cases each time – for a total of 
about 100 a month. 
Derek will check on SE, specifically. 
 
Southwest: 
Ralph Malphurs said code enforcement officers need to be more proactive. They deal 
mostly with violations that are reported, and many citizens are too timid to report them 
for fear of retaliation. He also said more inspectors are needed. Specific case: A man, 
wife and son have been illegally operating an auto repair shop at their home for 12 
years and the city can’t stop them. 
The mayor said the city is taking code enforcement seriously, not just in the Seeds of 
Change target areas, and that many good code enforcement officers are working on 
it. He asked that: 


1. Ralph provide the address of the violators. – Mary Beth, please find out, put in 
CARE and follow up Derek Igou, 3/22: This is a zoning issue. PS and Zoning have 
responded. Refer to Fred Atwill for case history. (Mary Beth – confirm address 
w/Ralph first and talk to me before pursuing. – Lorrie) 


2. It be made clear to people that they can report violations anonymously and that 
inspectors are not going to give up names of people who report violations. – 
Derek suggested promoting this through CityLink. He said PS gets many 
anonymous complaints, they they respond to the same as others. Often, 
anonymous complaints are unsubstantiated.  


Derek said 45% of cases are proactive (up 40% from four years ago) because of NEAT 
methodology, which is being used throughout the city. 
He said PS is adequately staffed,  – LD, 3/22 
 
Derek said he would love to show the CPAC chairs their operation to they can see how 
the processes and work and they can have a reasonable level of expectation. – as a 
group, or one-on-one. NSD to follow up. – 3/22 
 
Ralph said attendance at the Southwest CPAC has been down – that some people 
come only if there are issues in their neighborhoods. 
The mayor said he encourages not only participation, but also cultivation of future 
leaders.  He said he has challenged Neighborhood Services to increase CPAC 
membership and that now he is asking the chairs to come up with ideas and bring 
them to their next meeting with him. – NSD project. Discuss with Cami and Lorrie after 
the summit 
 
Ralph suggested that each CPAC hold a small summit, then bring their issues together 
at a large summit. 
 
Northwest: 
Gadson Burgess said he is excited about the re-election of the mayor and sheriff, and 
that they need more police patrols in his district. When the mayor asked if he has seen 
more, he said he has noticed more.  







The mayor said an audit of the police department  is under way. 
 
Gadson said the city is addressing concerns at 45th and Moncrief, including crime, trees 
and sidewalks. He said a turn lane is needed there. Marilyn – confirm that all of this is 
being addressed through SOC. .  JSO Sgt. Oliver is at the Seeds of Change Steering 
Committee meetings monthly and does report the issues to Zone 5 or other JSO 
divisions.  Public Works Urban Forester, Don Robertson is planting trees all over the pilot 
area including 45th Street. Public Works, Marcy Cook and Jeff Beck are addressing 
sidewalks on 45th Street and looking into a turn lane or a turn light on 45th Street.  
M- 3-22-07 
 
 
The mayor acknowledged that drainage remains a problem in parts of the district and 
said funding is being sought for improvements. 
  
North: 
William Baker said code enforcement officers are proactive and doing a good job in 
the North Planning District. They go to CPAC meetings and take names and numbers of 
violators. Same with JSO – good job. 
 
William said there is a serious problem with big dump trucks speeding on the following 
roads: Cedar Point, Alta, Heckscher and Yellow Bluff.  
The mayor requested the following action: 


1. Alert the Port Authority of the problem. – Amy/Cami, let’s discuss – L 
Spoke with David Smolder at JaxPort and let him know that the citizens have raised 
some concerns. He said it is a common complaint and that he will remind the drivers to 
slow down. 


2. Ask JSO to patrol and enforce. – Amy/Cami, let’s discuss – L 
Spoke with Lt. H. A. Eason, and he will contact Sgt. Pat Grant of the traffic division and 
will speak with others in the traffic department. 
 
William asked for emergency funding to widen 9A from the Dames Point Bridge to I-295. 
Big rigs can’t get to where they need to be near 9A and Heckscher. 
The mayor said one of his biggest concerns is preparing infrastructure for the future. He 
said we need to build intermodal systems and use all three rail lines. He said he wants 
the port to be successful without diminishing the quality of life in North Jacksonville. 
 
Issue: House numbers 
William mentioned that when Dallas had a problem with inadequate numbers on 
structures, the fire department was charged with enforcing the law on those that were 
missing or too small. They wrote them up. 
The mayor said that is a good suggestion and asked that Jacksonville pursue that. – 
Kerri/Lorrie 
From Kerri Stewart, 3/28/07: Lorrie,  
 
I spoke, briefly, to Dan Kleman last night about the JFRD’s role in enforcing house number visibility.  He 
was unsure about enforcement capabilities but said he would follow-up.  k 
 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








Aug. 24, 2007 
 
Below are highlights and action items from the mayor’s meeting with the CPAC chairs yesterday 
afternoon. In addition to all six chairs, Kerri Stewart and Lorrie DeFrank attended. 
 
(Coordinators, please coordinate securing the documents to avoid duplication of efforts.) 
 
The mayor presented his budget PowerPoint. He asked that the chairs share this important 
information with their CPACs. The PowerPoint is the one on the coj.net home page – 21 pages. 
 
Action: Coordinators, make copies to distribute and/or show the PowerPoint at your next CPAC 
meeting, whatever your chair requests. Mary Beth, Gamal asked for 40 copies; Ralph wants 
copies, too.  
 
Ralph Malphurs talked about the chairs’ meeting with Council President Davis and their request 
to retain more coordinators – preferably all six, but three is better than two. They all praised the 
jobs their coordinators are doing, and the director concurred that all are wonderful. Ralph pointed 
out other city expenditures, such as fireworks, and asked if cuts could be made in other areas in 
order to keep more coordinators. The mayor explained the serious financial circumstances and 
said the balanced budget he submitted is now in the hands of City Council. Kerri explained that 
the Council Finance Committee is in the process of reviewing the budget line-by-line and making 
suggestions what to take out and put back in elsewhere.  
 
City Council will vote on the budget on Sept. 25. Chairs agreed to ask their CPAC members to e-
mail all City Council members before then to request that they put money for more coordinators 
back in the budget for next fiscal year. They discussed selecting a spokesperson to speak for all 
CPACs at the department’s budget hearing, scheduled for Thursday afternoon, Aug. 30.  Kerri 
said some sessions are taking longer than expected and cautioned that HAND’s hearing could be 
rescheduled. She offered to have the coordinators keep their chairs updated. Although it would 
be preferable for the chairs to speak during HAND’s hearing, the chairs might arrange a certain 
time (to address the committee) with the Finance Committee chair that suits their schedules. 
They also discussed encouraging CPAC members to attend the hearing to show support for 
NSD. Kerri offered to provide them the cost difference for two coordinators versus three in 
advance of the hearing. 
 
Action items for coordinators: 


 Provide your chairs an updated Finance Committee hearing schedule for our department.  
 Several departments are scheduled for one block of time and it’s hard to say exactly 


when the committee will get to a certain budget item. If your chairs request it, monitor the 
hearing and call to let them know the approximate time of HAND’s session.  


 It’s OK to forward e-mails concerning the reorganization from chairs to other chairs and 
CPAC members, provided that the chairs and other CPAC members are writing the 
messages – not you.  


 
Action item for Laura: 


 Provide total general fund cost for two coordinators and three coordinators. (In my 
absence next week, please give this information to Glory Dixon to distribute to 
coordinators for their chairs.)  


 
Other matters: 
 
Joe Lek said the Greater Arlington/Beaches CPAC is against expanding the runway at Craig 
Airport for safety reasons. 
Action item for James: Provide Kerri and update of that situation for the mayor. 
 







Joseph Anderson said few people use parks in his area, or throughout the city. He said there are 
six parks in three miles along Soutel, including a regional park, and at any given time there aren’t 
two people in them. 
The mayor explained that building parks is one way City Council can use available funds and that 
having well used, well maintained parks is the intention. 
 
Joe Lek suggested imposing impact fees on new residents and businesses as a revenue source.  
In the mayor’s absence, Kerri said the Mayor’s Office looked at every fee imaginable. 
 
-- Lorrie 
 
 
 
 
 


Please note that under Florida's very broad public records law, e-mail communications to and 
from city officials are subject to public disclosure. 


Lorrie DeFrank  
Chief, Neighborhood Services Division  
City of Jacksonville  
214 N. Hogan St., 8th Floor 
Jacksonville, FL 32202  
Phone: (904) 255-8266 
E-mail: ldefrank@coj.net  
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Mayor Peyton’s Quarterly Meeting with CPAC Chairs 
June 8, 2004 


 
SUMMARY 


 
Present: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Lorrie DeFrank, Chief, Neighborhood Services 
Urban Core: 


Chair Dr. Janetta Norman 
Vice Chair Michael Bryant  


Greater Arlington/Beaches: 
 Chair Marcella Lowe 
 Vice Chair Tom Shouvlin 
Southeast: 
 Chair Angie Vannatter 
 Vice Chair Charles McBurney 
Southwest: 
 Chair Carl Moore Jr.  
 Vice Chair Lee Martin.  
Northwest: 
 Chair Diane Kerr 
 Vice Chair Randy Mallory 
North:  
 Chair Robert Lee 
 Vice Chair Dick Berry 
Roberta Thomas 
 
Mayor Peyton opened his third quarterly meeting with the CPAC chairs by giving a summary of 
the administration’s initiatives. They are working on their second budget -- the first one that is 
theirs entirely: Instead of presenting it to City Council at one time they are rolling out initiatives 
at intervals, including: 


 Parks – from the biggest in America to the best: A parks task force of about 12 people has 
been established to determine what is best for parks in Duval County. 


 Mayor’s Safety First: Unprecedented initiative that included the sheriff and fire chief to 
develop a three-year plan to work toward a goal of creating the safest city in America. 


 JEDC: Calling a temporary moratorium on incentive dollars to determine clear 
objectives, measurability and accountability 


 Literacy: Not launched yet, it will be the first time the city invested in a major way in 
something to do with education. Focus: 3- to 5-year-olds. 
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The mayor discussed the courthouse controversy and his commitment to design to a budget. He 
said the building will be safe, entirely functional and dignified. Several chairs expressed their 
support of his decisions. 
 
The mayor invited the chairs and vice chairs to voice their concerns: 
 
Several chairs commended the mayor on his proposed literacy initiative and offered suggestions. 
 
Super Bowl Security: Charles McBurney asked about the governor’s veto of Super Bowl 
security funds.  
Mayor: That number was a big wish list that included all of the authorities, too. The city will 
apply for federal assistance. Overtime of police, fire and rescue is a big expense.  
 
Conservation: Dick Berry suggested that under the Preservation Project that the city turn over 
conservation to Soil and Conservation and let professional foresters manage it.  
 
Freedom Commerce Center: Angie Vannatter said she has been “managing perception” 
concerning Freedom Commerce Center. The CPAC established a task force to look at wetlands 
and transportation. The project is at St. Johns River Water Management now and a hearing is 
scheduled for July. The developer is cooperating and has put another 100 acres of wetlands into 
conservation – property worth an estimated $50 million. Residents are concerned about 
transportation and growth; Baymeadows Road and Phillips Highway are already jammed. 
 
Southside Generating Plant: Angie served on a task force that studied use of the property. JEA 
believes the Haskell offer will be accepted. There has been substantial progress on getting the 
site cleaned up and they are happy about the way things are going. The Haskell drawing shows a 
nice-sized park.  
 
Condemned property: Robert Lee said the Wingate North Community is upset about a 
condemned home where people work on cars and leave trash. Neighbors have called the city 
several times. The city has responded but the situation remains.  
Cami: Action: The mayor asked the Neighborhoods Department to follow-up. 
 
Lack of meeting space: The North CPAC sent a letter to Councilwoman Gwen Yates about the 
lack of public places for community meetings. Highlands Library is not being expanded. There 
are only three community centers, two of which charge a fee, in the district, which is very large. 
Two centers were torn down in the past several years. 
Cami:  Action: Neighborhoods Department will follow up. Mr. Lee shared his letters to Council. 
 
Asphalt plants: Dick Berry again brought up the issue of asphalt plants on Heckscher Drive 
(three blocks from the zoo) and Main Street, which residents say are unsightly.  He said the 
plants are working on Better Jacksonville Plan projects and residents would like them to clean up 
their operational bases. 
Cami (I already gave this one to Public Work)i:  Action: The mayor acknowledged that this has 
been an ongoing concern and asked that Public Works investigate it again. Dick submitted color 
photos of the sites. 
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From Sherry Hall, June 9: I've spoken with Rex Holmlin about the photos/information you gave 
me this morning.  He is going to take care of the issue with the contractor.  One of us will follow-
up with you once a resolution is determined and let you know the outcome. 
 
June 11, 2004: 
Hi Lorrie, 
 
I spoke with Bob Scott (BJP) about the plants on Heckscher and Main Street.  These are not BJP 
contractors.  I've been told that if they are zoned for that use, which we think they are, there's probably 
not much we can do because it's private property.  The one on Heckscher is a cement plant.  The 
Building Inspection Division met with them awhile back and they agreed to plant a row of trees as a 
buffer.  Beyond that, there's not much we can do.  There are already trees in front of the one on Main 
Street. 
 
I'll send the photos back to you via interoffice mail. 
 
Have a great weekend. 
 
Sherry Hall 
 
June 14, 2004: 
Derek, 


The North CPAC chair (and his predecessor) brought up the attached issue at several of their quarterly 
meetings with the mayor. The city has followed up but the residents still are not satisfied with the 
appearance of these two asphalt plants. It appears now that they are private businesses and there is little 
that the city can do, unless there are code violations. Will you please follow up on that and let me know 
the outcome so I can report back to the mayor? Thanks. - Lorrie  


From Derek Igou, 7/8/04:  Sent supervisor to check. No property safety violations. They were zoned 
correctly.  


Derek suggested checking with Air and Water Quality to see if there are any environmental violations. 


E-mailed Steve Pace at AWQ 7/9/04. Hi Steve, 
The last few times the mayor met quarterly with the CPAC chairs, the North District chair brought up 
unsightly asphalt plants. Several departments have followed up and found no violations. Yesterday Derek 
Igou confirmed no code violations but suggested that I ask you to see if there are any environmental 
violations. Please have someone investigate and let me know, so I can report back to the Mayor's Office. 
Background information is attached. Thanks. - Lorrie 
 
From Steve Pace J:uly 12, 2004: 


 Lorri: 
  Pursuant to your request the EQD conducted inspections of the sources you had noted in your e-mail. 
  Please note only one fugitive particulate incident was noted, and the source so warned. 
  Please advise if EQD can be of further assistance in this matter. 
  Steve 
 
>>> Judy Malcomb 07/12/04 09:17AM >>> 
Compliance inspections were performed at Southern Products, 1050 Heckscher Drive and  Underground 
Contractors, Inc., 10010 N. Main Street on July 9, 2004. Both facilities are located on property that is 
zoned heavy industrial and have Air Pollution permits. 
  
A track out problem was noted from Underground Contractors, Inc. onto Franklin 
Avenue.  A verbal warning was given to Ray Grode, Regional Manager. Previous 
inspections have noted no violations.  
NOTE: "Track out" means debris on the roadway from truck tires. 
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No violations were noted at Southern Products during the 7/9/04 inspection.  Previous inspections have 
noted no violations. 
  
Judy Malcomb 
Response Operations Supervisor 
630-1212 x 3897 
 


 


 
 
Downtown parking for residents: Dr. Janetta Norman and Michael Bryant said residents in the 
Cathedral complex have to move their cars every two hours to avoid getting parking tickets in 
their neighborhood.  Residents have a problem parking in business areas. Michael said they 
would like to have parking decals for their vehicles. 
Mayor:  Let’s get the scoop on that. I want to do everything possible for the people living 
downtown. I consider them pioneers. I don’t want government service to be a barrier. 
Doris:   Action: Neighborhoods Department will follow up. 
E-mail from Doris Leach 6/16: Bob Carle is on leave until July 1, so I had the opportunity to 
speak with Margaret Flowe in Public Parking. She informed me that they are aware of the 
parking issues for downtown residents, but are only able to enforce preexisting ordinances. She 
stated that any change needed to remedy the solution would need to come from the Mayor 
himself or City Council.  
 On that note, I contacted Lin in Councilwoman Jenkins' office, who was fully apprized of the 
situation. She stated that the issue had been addressed during the Downtown Zoning Overlay, 
and there are no requirements for residential or commercial parking. She further stated that a 
private entity such as Downtown Vision, who represents the interests of business owners and 
residents in the area, could prompt actions to be taken in order to have a private contractor 
come in and construct garages to alleviate the current parking problems. 
Thanks, Doris. I have incorporated this info into the mayor's briefing. I'll copy you. 
Please continue following up on this one, per the mayor's request at his meeting with the chairs. Start 
with the CPAC. Perhaps the chair and/or vice chair could contact Downtown Vision. Keep me posted, so I 
can report back to the Mayor's Office. - Lorrie 
 
>>> Doris Leach 06/17/04 07:42AM >>>  
 
 
 
Codes and zoning: The Urban Core representatives also expressed concern about the lack of 
code enforcement officers to do inspections. Diane Kerr said that although courtesy and service 
from zoning (Planning Department) and property safety (Neighborhoods) enforcement officers 
have been “terrific,” she agreed that more are needed and suggested a part-time summer staff. 
Mayor: We are putting the budget together now. 
Concerning zoning, Diane said that buildings are popping up without going through the 
permitting process, and to get rid of them there is the issue of property owner’s rights. 
The mayor asked her to get addresses. 
Marilyn:  Action: Neighborhoods Department will follow up. 
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Town Center: Diane said she appreciates that the North Riverside and Murray Hill projects were 
funded. She and Marcella Lowe thanked him for the program and requested that more funds be 
allocated to the initiative. 
The mayor said he is a big fan of Town Centers and hopes to secure funds to move the projects 
forward. He said he is impressed by the program because “getting residents to share and 
implement a vision is a good thing.” He cautioned that the budget is tight but said he is 
committed to the program. 
 
Animal Shelter: Diane Kerr said that EPA received no negative responses from public 
comments concerning construction of Animal Care and Control’s new building. 
The mayor said there are rumors about pulling that project but there is no change to the plans to 
date. He said the Humane Society has requested partnering with Animal Care and Control (as it 
does in other cities) and the city is open to discussion. 
 
Equestrian Center: Carl Moore said the new 150-horse barn has no electricity or water. 
The mayor said that doesn’t make sense to him and said we would check on that. 
Tree:  Action: Neighborhoods Department will follow up. 
From BJP, 6/15/04: It hasn't been installed yet.  The best answer is that Public Works is working 
with SMG to get that resolved, and from what I'm told the Mayor's office is aware of the 
situation. 
 
June 15:  E-mailed Marcy Cook – her response was: 
It hasn't been installed yet.  The best answer is that Public Works is working with SMG to get that resolved, and from what I'm told 
the Mayor's office is aware of the situation. 


 
August 4 follow up e-mail to Marcy Cook and Lesa Williams – Lesa’s response was: 
With regard to these issues, we are currently working with the Dept of Administration/Finance under the direction of Cal Ray 
to apply funds that have been raised thru sponsorship to address electric and water.  There is no definitive time frame to 
date, but once the monies are appropriated these items will be addressed.  
 


  
Fuller Warren Bridge: Carl said the roadway at the base of the new bridge is pockmarked. 
Mayor Peyton:  The mayor said we have a great relationship with FDOT and offered to talk to 
them about that. 
 
Super Bowl Traffic: Carl said residents are concerned about the traffic that week because it is 
already heavy.  
The mayor said that, unlike Houston, people will be able to walk to most venues downtown. He 
said people are working full time on the traffic situation. Buses will be critical. 
 
Old Arlington: Marcella said residents would like no more apartments, day care centers or pawn 
shops. A sign advertising a pawn shop to be opened on Merrill Road recently appeared 
overnight. She said Councilwoman Pat Lockett-Felder said it will not happen. 
 
Wonderwood: Marcella pleaded with the mayor not to let the Wonderwood bridge open until 
construction is finished on roads that connect to it. She said the roads are dangerously narrow 
and residents fear for their safety.  She stressed that they are not opposed to the project but 
opening the bridge this summer would be a disaster waiting to happen.  
Mayor Peyton:  The mayor offered to call Michael Blaylock at JTA concerning the issue. 
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Tom Shouvlin announced that the annual CPAC picnic will be Aug. 7 but the location has not 
been determined. 
 
The mayor thanked the volunteers for the service and said he appreciates their leadership. 
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Present: 
Mayor John Peyton 
Roslyn Mixon-Phillips, Director of Neighborhoods 
Joyce Hellmann Bizot, Senior Planner, Neighborhood Services 
Urban Core: Chair Dr. Janetta Norman 
Greater Arlington/Beaches:  Chair Marcella Lowe 
Southeast: Chair Angie Vannatter 
Southwest:   Chair Carl Moore Jr.   
Northwest:  Chair Diane Kerr 
North:  Chair Robert Lee 
 
Mayor Peyton opened his fourth quarterly meeting with the CPAC chairs with a debris briefing – 
the aftermath of Hurricane Frances.  Thus far 80 million pounds of debris has been picked up, 
4600 truckloads which, the mayor pointed out, would be 50 miles of trucks end to end.  The 
mayor went on to explain that only 50% has been picked up and that there is a “resource 
problem” because crews are going to other, more hard-hit locations and in addition, the debris is 
increasing due to tree clearing for power lines and yard cleaning by homeowners.   
Besides the weary crews who have been working 12 hour days, 7 days a week, the mayor said 
that chain and generator accidents continue to be problems. 
 
The mayor invited the chairs to state their issues and concerns (going in order around the 
table): 
 
District 2: Marcella Lowe, chair 


 The new University Park Library is “gorgeous” although some aspects of the project are 
not complete nor are they budgeted.  The scheduled opening is October 9. 


 Wonderwood now connects in the middle although it is not finished.  It is  “racetrack” at 
night, dangerous in places.  It is underfunded by $40M. 


 The Matthews Bridge MUST be fixed.  The mayor responded that the solution is 
hundreds of millions of dollars ($800M) and that federal funds will be sought. 


 Some of our public buildings leak: Prime Osborn, the arena and the stadium were among 
those mentioned. 


 
District 3: Angie Vannatter, chair  
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 There have been 75 calls against turning the Baymeadows Golf Course and Country Club 
into housing.  No formal plans have been filed but there is discussion that half of the 
property might be donated for use as a park. 


 There is no recent news on the Freedom Commerce Parkway project and there was 
speculation that the developers may have backed off. 


 Angie was asked if she favored the Sunbeam Road extension.  She said she considered it 
too expensive 


 
District 4: Carl Moore, Jr., chair 


 The Southwest CPAC is outgrowing their meeting place; 92 went on their recent bus tour 
of the district. 


 New Ways Initiative grants – funding for this year’s CPAC grants from JCC was not 
available in a timely fashion; assurance was given by Ros that procedures have been 
addressed for future years. 


 BJP personal experience at Carl’s property needs to be investigated and addressed:  4157 
San Juan Avenue.  


 
District 1: Janetta Norman, chair 


 A map is being developed for the Urban Core to show areas where traffic control 
measures such as speed bumps could be added. 


 An after-school program for children was recommended, one that would include 
nutritional snacks and tutoring.  A successful program like this was started by Dr. 
Andrew Robinson in 1972 and sponsored by the City and the YWCA with volunteer 
tutors.   


The Mayor suggested approaching the Jacksonville Children’s Commission or the public service 
grants as sources for such a program. 
 
District 5:  Diane Kerr, chair 


 Additional funding (estimated at $25,000-50,000) is required to complete the 
toxicologist’s report for three ash sites – Lonnie Miller Park, Forest Park and Cleveland 
Road. 


 Drainage ditches and trenches are not sufficiently maintained to carry off water.  They 
are filled with debris. 


The Mayor asked for a list of the locations. 
 A question was asked about the status of the site of the new animal shelter.  There is still 


an unresolved issue about the contaminated soil. 
 The code enforcement board is apparently ineffective because their rulings are not being 


implemented.  A house at 2845 Edison Avenue has been sited but it is getting worse 
rather than better. [The owner is to appear before the MCEB because of non-compliance.] 


Roslyn indicated that code enforcement officers are being rotated to new districts in an effort to 
increase effectiveness. 


 A Budweiser truck has been seen in the area in the early hours of the morning (apparently 
involved prostitution) and has driven on,  torn up and otherwise caused damage to lawns. 


 
District 6:  Robert Lee,chair 


 The location of the cruise terminal on Hecksher Drive is not looked up favorably in the 
North District. 
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The Mayor noted that cruise ships are becoming bigger due to economies of scale.  The larger 
size necessitates that the terminal be located east of the power lines.  Infrastructure costs would 
be substantial.  Mayport may be a better option because the shrimping industry does not have a 
long future. 


 At a recent ShAdCo meeting an evidence technician brought to attention the fact that 
although crime is up, their staffing levels remain the same. 


 
Carl Moore congratulated the Neighborhood Services Division on the success of the Florida 
Neighborhoods Conference/ Mayor’s Neighborhood Summit (FNC).  The mayor added his 
kudos stating how pleased he was to take part in two of the three days of the event and also at the 
excellent feedback that he has been hearing from others about it. 
 
Mayor Peyton said that he was unable to attend the FNC on Saturday because of visiting five 
libraries for the kickoff of his new program, the Mayor’s Book Club.  Stating that 6000 four-
year-olds have signed up, he expressed his joy and enthusiasm saying, “My best day as mayor 
was Saturday.” 
 
The mayor concluded the meeting with the CPAC chairs by discussing the importance of CPAC 
succession.  He stressed that it is the duty of the chair to have a successor in place. New leaders 
must be developed and nurtured in order for the great work that the CPACs do to continue. 
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